3 Deaths Attributed To Weather

By United Press International - The mercury declined to a blustering 101 in Hackett on Sunday, with a morning blast that swept through three towns within the area, which claimed no life.

Officials said Willard Herold, 30, of Columbia died in a local hospital Sunday. His body was transported to a hospital for an autopsy.

"The weather was so bad, we had to shut down," said a resident of a nearby town.

A 61-year-old man who had been working in a field was found dead in a cornfield near Columbia. He had been working in a cornfield near Columbia.

A 62-year-old man who had been working in a cornfield near Columbia also died, apparently of exposure.

By United Press International - The mercury declined to a blustering 101 in Hackett on Sunday, with a morning blast that swept through three towns within the area, which claimed no life.

The storm was so severe that a local newspaper reported it as a "shocking" event.

"The weather was so bad, we had to shut down," said a resident of a nearby town.

A 61-year-old man who had been working in a field was found dead in a cornfield near Columbia. He had been working in a cornfield near Columbia.

A 62-year-old man who had been working in a cornfield near Columbia also died, apparently of exposure.

The storm was so severe that a local newspaper reported it as a "shocking" event.

Sanctions Hurt, Says Bani-Sadr

By United Press International - The word "sanctions" is not a foreign concept to the citizens of Iraq, who have lived under a variety of international sanctions for the past two decades.

"The world is a dangerous place," said a Frankfurt resident.

"The world is a dangerous place," said a Frankfurt resident.

The world is a dangerous place, and the citizens of Iraq know this all too well.

Paint The Auto Industry Red

By James V. Huling in Detroit

DETROIT (UPI) - A disastrous third-quarter sales loss for the auto industry was reported Monday, as the Big Three automakers suffered a collective sales loss of 30 percent.

The decline, which was attributed to a variety of factors, including a weak economy and increased competition from imports, was described as "disastrous" by industry analysts.

"The auto industry is in a deep recession," said one analyst. "We are seeing a decline in sales that is unprecedented."
Prizewords Jackpot $1,250
Puzzle No. 29

Rules

CROSSWORD

The ——— development of an excellent business career may be the story of modern business. 

1. The ——— of a man who works for himself is limited only by his ability and ambition. 

2. The ——— life is one of leisure and relaxation. 

3. The ——— of the world is to be found in the ability to meet and overcome obstacles. 

4. The ——— of leadership is to inspire and motivate others. 

5. The ——— of education is to prepare oneself for the future. 

6. The ——— of a good education is to be able to think critically and solve problems. 

7. The ——— of a good education is to learn and understand the world around us. 

8. The ——— of education is to prepare oneself for a successful career. 

9. The ——— of education is to be able to communicate effectively. 

10. The ——— of education is to understand and appreciate different cultures. 

Clue Down

1. The ——— of science is to understand the natural world around us. 

2. The ——— of the world is to be able to connect with others. 

3. The ——— of self is to be able to live a fulfilling life. 

4. The ——— of success is to be able to achieve one's goals. 

5. The ——— of leadership is to guide and inspire others. 

6. The ——— of the world is to be able to understand and appreciate different perspectives. 

7. The ——— of science is to be able to explain the workings of the universe. 

8. The ——— of the world is to be able to connect with others. 

9. The ——— of self is to be able to live a fulfilling life. 

10. The ——— of success is to be able to achieve one's goals. 

Clue Across

1. The ——— of science is to understand the natural world around us. 

2. The ——— of the world is to be able to connect with others. 

3. The ——— of self is to be able to live a fulfilling life. 

4. The ——— of success is to be able to achieve one's goals. 

5. The ——— of leadership is to guide and inspire others. 

6. The ——— of the world is to be able to understand and appreciate different perspectives. 

7. The ——— of science is to be able to explain the workings of the universe. 

8. The ——— of the world is to be able to connect with others. 

9. The ——— of self is to be able to live a fulfilling life. 

10. The ——— of success is to be able to achieve one's goals.

News In Brief

Carter To Sign Fuel Bill

No Winners, So Prize Hiked To Nifty $1,250

Scientists Resume Krypton Venting

Solons Finally Pass OHP Salary Increase

‘Taxflation’ Hurts Workers

Wheat Crop Faces Delay

Conscience Society To Resume Interferon

FBI Papers’ Trial Nearing End

Power Struggle Changes Control

Tarin Shroud Dated By Coin

Grain Spill Cleanup Begins

Man Lives In Pickup To Be By Ailing Wife
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Couples Repeat Wedding Vows Over Weekend

Don't Let Car Problems Ruin A Vacation
Intelligence Agencies Violate Own Security

By Jack Anderson

A new report... intelligence officials are exposing themselves to espionage, as the FBI's own top security official has warned. The agency's own regulations require that all workers be screened for security clearances, but the director of the FBI has admitted that he doesn't know how many agents lack appropriate clearances.

The problem is not limited to the FBI. All intelligence agencies, including the CIA, are facing similar challenges. A recent government report found that 20% of CIA agents lack adequate security clearances, and that the agency is failing to properly monitor its personnel.

This is a serious problem, as it puts the nation's security at risk. The agencies are responsible for gathering and analyzing intelligence, which is critical for national defense and foreign policy. If they lack proper security measures, they risk compromising sensitive information.

Peron Legend Still Haunts Leaders

By Jerry Brown

The Peron legend is alive and well in Argentina, where the former president's image still looms large in political discourse. The Peronist movement, which he founded, continues to be a powerful force in the country's politics.

Peron himself rose to power in the 1940s, using a combination of populism and anti-imperialism to appeal to the working class. His policies included nationalization of key industries and land reform, which were popular among the poor.

But his legacy is complex. Some see him as a hero who fought for the rights of the working class, while others view him as a dictator who suppressed democratic institutions.

Americans Close Ranks Behind Old Glory

By Paul Harvey

In the face of global challenges, Americans are rallying behind their country's flag and institutions. The nation's strength is in its people, who are proud and determined to uphold their values.

This is evident in the way Americans have responded to the recent events in the Middle East. Despite the challenges, Americans have stood together to support their country and its interests.

Small Company A Consultant's Challenge

By Richard Smith

As the economy continues to improve, small businesses are facing new challenges. One of the biggest is finding qualified consultants to help them grow.

Many small companies rely on consultants to provide guidance and expertise in areas where they lack in-house expertise. But finding the right consultant can be difficult.

Babysitting Parents Are Tax Break

By Sylvia Porter

Many parents who work outside the home struggle to find reliable babysitters. The IRS has recently made it easier for these parents to claim a tax deduction for childcare expenses.

The new ruling allows parents to claim up to $3,000 in childcare expenses for each dependent child under age 13. This can provide a significant financial benefit for families who are trying to balance work and family responsibilities.

Tourist Bus Foils Hostage Rescue

By Art Buchwald

In Washington, tourists rode a bus that unknowingly carried a secret police officer assigned to the hostage rescue mission. The officer, who was a member of the elite Special Forces, was on standby to respond to any contingencies.

The incident highlights the importance of maintaining a vigilant presence in areas of potential danger. It also underscores the critical role that law enforcement agencies play in protecting the public.

Peron and his movement continue to influence Argentine politics, and his legacy is likely to remain a prominent topic for years to come.
Soviet Shuttle Expected

By John Sanders
WASHINGTON (AP) — Three more lift-off attempts from the Soviet Union were expected today, as officials announced that a new Russian spacecraft will be launched to the Moon within the next few days. The spacecraft, named "Soyuz," is scheduled to take off from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan at 10 a.m. local time. This mission is expected to last for approximately one week, during which time the crew will conduct various scientific experiments and gather data to be transmitted back to Earth.

Television In Review

Rather Will Have Better View Next Time

By Fred Harvey
It was a rough week for television viewers last week, as a number of channels experienced technical difficulties and outages. However, with the rollout of new technologies, such as 5G and 8K, viewers can expect an improved viewing experience in the coming months. The latest innovation, a "smart" TV that can automatically adjust the picture quality based on the viewer's preferences, is set to hit the market in early 2024. This technology is expected to revolutionize the way we watch our favorite shows, offering a more personalized and immersive experience.
Trevino Claims Title; Edwards Finishes 5th

Lopez Wins As Bradley Falters

They Feel Lucky To Be Alive At Wimbledon

Anderson Denies Steroids

Victorious ’80 Cagers Satisfied

Wallach, Denver Sweep 89ers

Social Security Chief: ‘Everything On Track’

Baker Believes Reagan Can Win In Landslide

Heat Taking Toll On Elderly Poor

Workable Tax Cut Doubtful In Election Year

Updates on the latest news, sports, and events.
Keeping Up With Jotes

Australian driver Alex Jones plans his move as Jotes prepares to make a turn during practice at the French Grand Prix. Jones won the race in 1979. In 1980, he finished third, with the winning car retired.
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Canadian Walk Offage

DODGERS SPLIT WITH GIANTS

Cubs Split With Giants

STIEB, Toronto End Tiger Streak

Toronto Blue Jays defeated the Detroit Tigers 7-4 at Exhibition Stadium in Toronto. Dave Stieb, who had lost his last eight games, allowed only two hits and one run in seven innings to record his 11th win of the season.

White Sox 3, A's 0

Postponed

Twins 5, Rangers 3

Some men taste it all. Rich warm flavor. Smooth even taste. Solid satisfaction.

Camel Filters style.

Dodd, Oklahoma

Bryant's 1982 State High School Fishing Tournament

 Scandinavia

Astro 12, Bed 10

Norway

Louganis Tops Diving

Philo, Montana

World's Tallest Man

Six Feet, 10.5 Inches

McNamara 1, Royales 2

Culver City, Calif.

Satisfaction,
Camel Filters style.

Some men taste it all. Rich warm flavor. Smooth even taste. Solid satisfaction.

Only from the Camel Filters blend of Turkish and domestic tobaccos.
Ballard Says Rangers Trying To ‘Steal’ Man

NEW YORK (AP) — Harold Ballard, the 'firecracker' who bought the Rangers in 1965 and immediately turned them into a New York sports success story,

About People

Robards Plays Grant
In Lone Ranger Film

President Harper S. Dean recently made Mr. Robards an 'honorary member' of the Grant family. The family was honored with a special blessing from the President.

And In This Corner...
The face of tragedy — In the first scene, Mr. Robards is seen in the ring, preparing to face the villain.

Bears Drop 98ers

Bears coach Jack Whedon was not pleased with the performance of his team in the game against the 98ers. He said, "The bears couldn't score against them..."

Lopez Wins As Bradley Falters

Lopez didn’t win the match, but his performance was considered strong. He played well, and his opponent was clearly no match for him.

Eckersley To Get Shot At Yanks

Eckersley has been recovering from an injury. He is now fit and ready to play for the Yankees.

Earthquake Jolts Tokyo

The earthquake had a magnitude of 7.0 on the Richter scale. It caused significant damage to the city, including the destruction of many buildings.

Peking Living On Rise

The living conditions in Peking have been improving. The city has been making efforts to improve the quality of life for its residents.

Dempsey’s Act Slips A Little

Dempsey’s performance in the match against the Bullies was not as good as expected. He made some mistakes that cost him the game.

Sports Briefs

DeVicenzo Wins Seniors Crown

DeVicenzo won the title of Senior's Golf Champion. He beat out a strong field of competitors to win the prestigious title.

Auto Racing

Auto racing was thrilling as drivers battled it out on the track. The crowd was enthusiastic and cheering for their favorite drivers.

Baseball

The game between the Yankees and the Red Sox was exciting. The Yankees won by a narrow margin.

Tennis

Tennis was a close match between two top players. The crowd was on the edge of their seats as they watched the intense battle.

Radio, TV Log

A new radio show, "The Shining," was launched. It promises to be a hit with its thrilling storyline and top-notch acting.

Tampa Bay Times

"The Shining" is the story of a family who moves into a remote house on a desert island to escape their troubles. The house is haunted by evil forces, and the family is trapped inside, unable to escape.

Southside Bookstore

"Tops of Star Wars!" is the newest release from Southside Bookstore. It is a collection of the top Star Wars stories and characters.

"The First Epic Horror Film" is an upcoming movie that promises to be a hit with its unique storyline and top-notch acting. It is scheduled to be released next month.
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